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During the summer vacation, 2nd year students in the science and mathematics course joined the Science

TourⅡ. They visited the advanced research facilities in Tsukuba and the science museums in Chiba and

Tokyo by bus. They attended the lectures on the advanced research and observed the institutions.

On the first day, students could see rare world plants in Tsukuba Botanical Garden. They were

interested in the relation between the environment and plants. At Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency

(JAXA), which students visited on the second day, they were deeply moved to see the real artificial

satellite, a spaceship, spacesuits and so on. Some students had a better understanding toward space. Most

students could recognize the importance of the space research. At the National Museum of Emerging

Science and Innovation, which students visited on the last day, as there were a lot of exhibits which were

related to the studies students observed on the 1st and the 2nd day, students walked around thinking of the

relations enthusiastically. A lot of students had interests in the advanced medical treatments.

Students learned about advanced science technology for three days. These precious experiences will have

influences on their studies and careers. They reported what they had learned at the summer research

project presentation conference on September 6th.
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・I had a valuable experience on the Science TourⅡ. At JAXA, everything such as the

spaceship, the spacesuit and the changes of the human bodies amazed me. My

thoughts for space changed and I could have a hope for space.

・We learned mainly about JAXA this year. I came to know what I had not known by

watching not only the latest space science but also the daily phenomena through

science. I came to be interested in the science technology more.
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